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“Christianization of Poland” by Jan Matejko

Before the nation was born
BY ROBERT STRYBEL

Most everything that went on before
966 AD, when Poland officially joined
the Christian family of nations, can be
consigned to the realm of lore and and
legend. But ongoing archeological, linguistic and genetic research continues
to fill in many of the missing pieces. It
all began with the great migration of nations (roughly 400-800 AD)
Tribes representing different languages and cultures rolled in from the
Eurasian steppes, poured down from
Scandinavia, traveled down to the Mediterranean and back again, Stronger

groups conquered weaker ones and interbred with those they had subdued.
At times the outnumbered conquerors
eventually lost their own language to the
more populous natives but, due to their
superior leadership skills, remained the
ruling class.
The Scythians were thus swallowed
up by the Sarmatians who in turn were
absorbed by the Slavs. Germanic tribes
were largely focused on attacking the
Roman Empire, and Slavs from the River Dniepr area (now in Ukraine) moved
west and settled over a vast area between
the Baltic and the Balkans and westward

Julian Alter’s Life Story (1)

anatomy and cousin of Julian’s grandmother.
With a family connection leading
the school, Julian was hopeful he would
be admitted. He said, “I was ambitious
and a good student.” With recommendations from professors, he was admitted
to medical school as one of 112 students
in 1935 (over 1,000 applied). He said,
“When I started medical school I was 22
while the others were 17 or 18.”

BY KASIA (ALLEN) FREDRICKSON

BORN IN LODZ.
EDUCATED IN WILNO (LITHUANIA)
Julian was born November 26, 1912
in Lodz, Poland to Jewish parents. His
father was a bookkeeper and his mother
was a seamstress. He went to a preparatory school where he was asked to leave
with other Jewish boys during religion
class. He said, “While growing up, my
family did not practice the Jewish faith
and I knew little about it.”
Julian’s college education began at
the University of Warsaw, where he majored in mathematics with the goal of being accepted to medical school in Wilno
(now Vilnus, capital city of Lithuania).
The Univeristy of Wilno was a highly selective University.
In the summer of 1933, Julian went
on vacation to the Carpathian Mountains
and befriended Ewa Rose, the daughter
of a professor of psychiatry at the University of Wilno. Ewa introduced Julian
to her parents later that summer. He re-

called, “I told them I had average grades
and no connections.” His honesty and
perseverance paid off. Three days after
the introduction, Julian was admitted to
study chemistry.
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My Grandfather (Dziadek), Julian
Allen (nee Alter) passed away in 1985
at the age of 73 when I was 13 years old.
A year prior to his passing, I began to
chronicle his life using a tape recorder
and a notebook.
Joining the Polish Heritage Society of Northeast Wisconsin this year has
motivated me to write for a community
of people who are connected through our
shared heritage.

Julian Alter’s medical diploma

Acceptance into medical school at
the University of Wilno required a meeting with the Dean. During that meeting,
Julian was asked where he came from.
He replied, “I am from Lodz.” When the
Dean heard this, he said that his school
was only for students from Eastern Poland, not central Poland. Fortunately,
this dean was preparing to retire and was
replaced by Dr. Reicher, a professor of

deep into the heart of what would later
become Germany.
Genetically, the majority of Polish males (55%) belong to the Haplogroup. That is Europe’s greatest frequency with the exception of the Lusatian Sorbs (63%), a tiny ethnicity of under 100,000, sandwiched in along the
River Odra between Poland and Germany. The R1a1 genetic code also appears
with somewhat smaller frequency in Belarus (50%), Russia (46%) and Ukraine
(43%). Linguistically Polish is a West
Slavic language which traces its origins to the Slavic branch of the Indo-European family. During its many-centuries-long evolution it picked up elements
from the Turkic, Germanic, Baltic and
other peoples with whom it had interacted. A century before Poland emerged
as a country, the different Slavic tongues
were thought to still be mutually intelligible but over time would drift apart.
The Western Slavs included the Polanians, the direct forerunners of Poles.
Their name was believed to mean
“field-dwellers” from the word for field
“pole.” Archaeological digs have shown
that in around 850 AD, a typical Polanian fortified settlement consisted of
perhaps three to four unpaved lanes,
lined with simple wooden huts and a few
larger buildings made of stone. Such a
settlement may have had its own blacksmith, wheelwright, potter, possibly also a small inn.
Earth and timber ramparts encircled
the settlement. Most of its inhabitants
tilled the fields around the settlement.
But were always ready to flee for safety
behind the ramparts with their livestock
at a moment’s notice. The local chieftain

JOURNEY FROM WILNO
TO LWOW (UKRAINE)
While Julian attended the University of Wilno, he lived with the Rozenthal family on Mala Pohulanka street until 1939 when Adolf Hitler and the Nazis
invaded Poland. The Russians took over
the city of Wilno and closed the University. Julian returned to Lodz and told his
mother that since he could not go back to
Wilno, he would go to Lwow, Ukraine,
to finish medical school. Other classmates had made this decision to continue their education. Unfortunately, his
mother did not have any money to give
to him, so instead she gave him a backpack, his father’s watch, and their wedding rings.
He said, “Other than a few possessions from my mother, I did not have any
money so I applied for a scholarship. If I
would not get a scholarship, I was fearful the Russians would ship me off to Siberia.”
Julian received a scholarship and
found a place to live that was once occupied by Monks. Later in his life, he told
stories about how he played cards in the
evening with his roommates and said they
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ensured them of well-armed warriors for
defense against Vikings and other raiders.
The largely agrarian Polanians exported, hides, furs, honey, bees wax, oxen, and, presumably, slaves. They imported metal tools and weapons, ceramics, and gold jewelry. They buried their
dead in mounds and worshiped such pagan Slavic gods as Swaróg and Świętowit. More than a century later, a Polanian
prince named Mieszko consolidated a
number of surrounding tribes and accepted Christianity for his fledgling nation. The rest is history.
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Modern statue of Świętowit

mostly ate bread and onions while they
went to school.
Julian graduated with his medical degree in May of 1941 at age 29, just two
months before the Lwow massacre of 25
University professors and their families
by Nazi German occupation forces.
By winter of 1941, Julian received
his first medical position with the Ukranian health department. They were sending doctors 80 kilometers around Lwow
to treat Ukranian people. He had to learn
the Ukranian language in order to talk
with the patients. He said, “My friend and
I got into an outpatient clinic for farmers.
They told me that I would have to be a pediatrician. I did not know anything about
that field of study. I was making a good
salary. It was enough for the necessities
I needed.”
WORKING AS A PHYISICIAN. SENT
TO A LABOR CAMP IN BELARUS.
By fall of 1943, the political situation
for the Jewish people and people of Jewish descent changed for the worse. Julian
realized that one day his Jewish identity
would be discovered. He said, “Most of
the Ukranian people were good but some
were members of the Gestapo. Some
Ukranian Gestapo started to suspect I was
of Jewish descent. I decided I must leave
Ukraine after living there for almost three
years. I started to think that I should get
false papers just like my mother had.”
To accomplish this, Julian decided to
obtain a birth certificate from a Catholic
priest. He went to the priest and falsely
told him a friend in Siberia needed a birth
certificate. The priest gave it to him withcontinued on p. 4
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POLISH NEWSBYTES
COMPILED BY ROBERT STRYBEL
POLISH PRESIDENT
DIPLOMATICALLY NONCOMMITTAL
ON US ELECTION CLASH
President Andrzej Duda has responded to the violent siege of America’s Capitol Hill by praising US democracy. “The events in Washington are an internal matter of
the United States which is a
democratic and law-abiding
state. Power depends on the
will of voters, and the security of the state and its citizens
is safeguarded by services established for that purpose,”
Duda said on Twitter. “Poland believes in the strength of
American democracy,” he added. He made the remarks after Trump supporters had overturned barricades, clashed with
police and stormed the buildings of Congress where lawmakers were meeting to certify
Joe Biden’s victory over Donald Trump. The protesters had
hoped to prevent Biden’s certification, alleging that he had
won by fraudulent means. Although Duda has had a strong
personal relationship with
Trump, his noncommittal response apparently reflected the
conviction that Poland must
come to terms with whomever happens to occupy the Oval
Office.
GOVERNOR FIRED
FOR FAILING TO STOP ILLEGAL
“CASTLE IN THE FOREST”
Łukasz Mikołajczyk, the
voivode (provincial governor)
of the Wielkopolskie region,
was recently fired for failing
to block an illegal construction project at a nature-protect-

ed site. Designed to resemble
a medieval castle, the 14-story
high-rise with a 138-foot tower was to have housed some 50
luxury apartments. Although
the Notecka Forest site is part
of the European Union’s Natura 2000 protected area, its construction was continued after
Mikołajczyk failed to override the go-ahead by a county
commissioner. Poland’s Chief
Building Inspector is expected
to decide the fate of the nearly
completed project, located in
west-central Poland some 30
miles north of Poznań.
POLE WINS PRESTIGIOUS FOUR
HILLS SKI JUMPING TOURNAMENT
In Bischofshofen, Austria,
Poland’s Kamil Stoch won
the 69th Four Hills Tournament, one of ski jumping’s
key tournaments: His victory
followed Stoch’s earlier successes in 2017 and 2018. With
jumps of 139 and 140.5 meters (456 and 461 feet respectively) the Pole comfortably
outclassed his rivals, Norwegian runner-up Marius Lindvik and third-placed Karl Geiger of Germany. In the overall
standings, three Poles – Stoch,
Dawid Kubacki and Piotr Żyła
– made it into the top five. The
Polish team came close to being disqualified when one of
its members tested positive
for COVID-19. They were allowed to compete only after
tough negotiations and further checks that showed the
remaining Poles to be uninfected. Twenty years ago, ski
jumping became Poland’s second most popular sport (after

Thank You New members,
RENEWING MEMBERS, and Donors!
The Polish Heritage Society of Northeastern Wisconsin wishes to offer our appreciation and gratitude to Doris
Malcheski, Ed & Denise Plonka, and Bob Palzewicz for
the kind donations they include with their membership renewals.
The Polish Heritage Society of Northeastern Wisconsin
is pleased to welcome new members Jo Mundy of Edina,
Minnesota, Krzysztof Siara of Wabeno, and John Gliniecki of Shiocton. Congratulations and witamy!
A good number of members renewing include Robert
Palzewicz of Crivitz, Gregory Suchyta, Sr. of Kaukauna,
Gregory Suchyta Jr. of Neenah as a gift, the Jill Kurowski Family of Green Bay, Jakub Polakowski of Suamico, Doris Malcheski of Pulaski, Thomas Ristau of Green Bay, the
Quintin Adamski Family of Green Bay, the Gene Nelson
Family of San Diego, California, Ken Skowronski of Franklin, the Kay Patoka Family of Menasha, the Delphine Richardson-Wach & Ron Wach Family of De Pere, the Edward
& Denise Plonka Family of San Jose, California, Alvina
Buss of Eland, and Yvonne (Losinski) Borreson of Ettrick.
It is terrific to see the organization continue to grow and
maintain. Dobrze jest mieć Was z nami!
Thank you to new members, renewing members, and
donors! I appreciate the special notes you include with
your membership dues, which I may appropriately share
with your board of Directors. Thank you all for your support
and interest in our Polish heritage. If you have any membership status or financial inquiries, please feel free to contact
me. Also, your board officers’ contact information is listed in
this newspaper and on the phsofnew.org website.
Paul Zwicker, Treasurer
zwickerp@aol.com; phsofnew@gmail.com

soccer), when Adam Małysz
soared to stardom and put Poland on the world ski jumping
map. His younger successors
are working hard to uphold
that tradition.
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aircraft. Since Russia faces no
imminent threat from its western neighbors, the sudden upgrades appear to be a political
ploy to divert public attention
away from the country’s crumbling economy, low birth rate
and dwindling support for the
Putin regime.

WORLD BANK PREDICTS 2021 3.5%
ECONOMIC GROWTH FOR POLAND
The World Bank has upheld its October 2020 forecast that Poland’s economy
will expand by 3.5 percent in
2021. In 2022, the Polish GDP
is expected to grow by 4.3 percent. In 2020, the global economy shrank by 4.3 percent,
and the World Bank predicts
that in 2021 it will grow by 4
percent, one-fifth less than the
pre-pandemic forecast. Overall, Poland has so far navigated its way through the pandemic fairly well, deftly balancing between health-related lockdowns and economic concerns. Stimulus packages have helped save jobs
and keep companies operating. Poland has the EU’s second lowest unemployment rate
of 3 percent (only the Czechs
have fewer jobless). Towards
the end of 2020 unemployment stood at 4.8% in Germany,6.9% in Sweden and 8.4%
in France. Per capita, Greece
had most people out of work –
13.8%.

ed food and bottled water, and
within days the truck jam was
gradually dispersed. The Poles
were thanked by the British
government and European media for their effort.
POLISH TROOPS.
CATHOLIC CHARITY
AID CROATIAN QUAKE VICTIMS
Poland was among the
first countries to respond to an
earthquake that struck Croatia
at the turn of the year by rushing to the aid of its victims. At
least seven people died, dozens were injured and thousands of buildings were destroyed in the 6.4 magnitude
quake. Polish soldiers have
supplied army tents which will
provide temporary shelter for
hundreds of victims who lost
their homes in the disaster.
Caritas Polska, Poland’s Catholic charity, has wired 50,000
złotys (about $14,600) to Caritas Croatia and launched an
online donation drive to help
tide the victims through the
quake’s chaotic aftermath.
Caritas is also supplying victims with tents, sleeping-bags
and warm blankets.

POLES IN POST-BREXIT BRITAIN
TO RETAIN BENEFITS
BUT PROBLEMS INCREASE
An agreement between the
European Union and the United Kingdom has laid down the
ground rules for mutual relations following the latter’s
withdrawal from the formerly 28-nation bloc. The British
government is satisfied that cooperation in the trade, security, and energy sectors will continue, but also that the EU will
no longer be able to interfere
in the country’s internal affairs. Poles and other EU citizens who have established residence in Britain will retain
their welfare benefits but their
university tuition will quadruple. EU visitors who previously could come and go as they
pleased are now required to
have a passport and visa for
stays of over six months. EU
citizens wishing to work in the
UK will now need a workers’
visa costing up to $1,923 depending on the type of job to
be performed. Goods certificates and much more general
red tape is now also required
of EU citizens.

RUSSIA BOLSTERS MILITARIZATION
OF REGION BORDERING POLAND
Moscow is now vigorously upgrading its land, sea and
air defenses in Kaliningrad
Oblast which borders Poland
and Lithuania and is already
one of Russia’s most militarized regions. Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star), the Russian army newspaper, said recently that the newly installed defense systems “will be capable
of neutralizing medium-range
missiles deployed on Polish
and Lithuanian soil.” By the
end of 2020, the military upgrades had included 30 new
state-of-the-art tanks, a rocket
ship and a high-speed assault
vessel capable of transporting
13 tanks or up to 30 armored
vehicles plus 300 marines.
Modern, multi-task fighter
planes have replaced the Baltic
Fleet’s antiquated Soviet-era

POLISH
HERITAGE
SOCIETY
OFFICERS 2020-2021
PRESIDENT
Malgosia Daugherty
malgosiadaugherty@yahoo.com

POLAND THANKED FOR AIDING
TRUCKERS STRANDED IN DOVER
The drivers or more than
8,000 heavy-duty trucks hoping to head home for the holidays got stranded at the British Port of Dover after a new
strain of the Coronavirus in
Britain prompted France to
close its borders. Stuck in a
huge traffic jam for days, the
truckers lacked access to food,
water, warm blankets, and toilet facilities. Scuffles with police ensued. Poland dispatched
a team of medics to check
the truckers for Covid-19,
since only those tested negative could enter France. They
and a back-up Polish Territorial Defense contingent provid-

1st VICE-PRESIDENT
John Laka
john.laka@cummins.com
SECRETARY
open position
TREASURER
Paul Zwicker
zwickerp@aol.com
BOARD MEMBERS-AT-LARGE
Tammy Brzeczkowski, Mike Brzezinski,
Frank Czarnecki, Paul Kaminecki,
Mark Riemer, Mike Wichowski
ART EDITOR
submit articles, photos,
and advertising to:
Monika Pawlak
PO BOX 286
Stevens Point, WI 54481-6452
Email: mdpawlak@yahoo.com

MEMBERSHIP
FORM
PAUL ZWICKER, 255 TERRAVIEW DRIVE, GREEN BAY, WI 54301
Name: ____________________________________________________ Phone No.: ________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________
City:______________________________________ State: ________ Zip: _____________ Email*: _____________________
MEMBERSHIP: q Individual per year $20
PAYMENT:

q Cash

q Couple/Family per year $25

q Lifetime Member $300

q Check No.: ___________ New Exp. Date: _____________ Donations to the organization: $____________

q Your date of birth q Where in Poland are you from: City_______________ Area______________I don’t know______
What articles do you like to read the most: q Polish News q Events in WI q Recipes q Traditions/History
q Famous Poles q Language info q News from the Board q Polish stories q Other _______________
How did you hear about us?: q Website q Social media site like Facebook
q Complimentary newspaper at _______________ q Friend or family q Other _______________
For any address changes
please contact:

PAUL ZWICKER
255 TERRAVIEW DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54301

Please indicate the types of activities in which you might enjoy volunteering:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Arti Gras (Feb)
Paczki Day Party (Feb)
Easter Party
Public Relations
Board Membership
Polish Music event
Website Design

q
q
q
q
q

Art Street (Aug)
Input to Newsletter
Polish Mass (Oct)
Christmas Party
Other talents to share:
_______________________________

* for PHS use only to send event reminders
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Saints among us (1)
HELEN A. SCIESZKA, PH.D.

Being raised Roman Catholic
ten about them. If at that point the
I was (and still am) intrigued with
bishop feels that all of the material
the lives of people that we call
shows that this person was indeed
SAINTS since I was very young.
living a holy life, he then sends all
At first, there was just this accepof the information to a department
tance that there were saints, but I
at the Vatican in Italy known as
remember the moment when I saw
the ‘Congregation for the Causes
an actual photograph of St. Berof Saints.’ If this department does
nadette and realized that Saints
not feel there is enough evidence
were REAL people! That they
or does not agree with the findweren’t myths or legends or whatings, then it can reject the applicaever my young mind
had thought they were.
And so, the quest began to discover: Who
were these people?
What were their lives
like? How did they
end up being called
saints? It is a journey
that has and continues
to be one of great fascination.
So, join me over
this next year as together we discover the stories of those
who are of our ancestry or who ministered
in Poland; the ones we
know and a few that
we may never have
heard of that we call
saints.
First, for those of
you who might not be
Catholic and even for
those of you who are
I would like to explain
just a bit of the process that the Catholic
Saint Casimir painted by Daniel Schultz
Church goes through
in determining if a person is wortion. But, if everything looks okay
thy to be called a saint, that is,
and they accept it, they then beone who has lived a holy and virgin their own separate investigatuous life and whom we believe
tion. At this point, the person may
to be living in Heaven for eterbe known as a ‘Servant of God.’
nity in union with God. The proCurrently, there are seven people
cess used by the Church is called
from Poland on this list and one
“canonization.” And just to clariPolish-American.
fy, the process does not make one
The next step is when the
a saint, rather it helps us to verify
Congregation for the Causes of
with some certainty that the perSaints has completed their reson is in Heaven, and is simply
search and declares that the pernow recognized by the Church to
son lived what is known as a ‘hebe a saint.
roically virtuous life’ meaning
The first step is taken by the
that they really did strive to live
local bishop of the area where the
a very holy life here on earth and
person lived. He gathers as much
may be called “Venerable.” There
information about the person and
is at least one of Polish ancestry
their life as he can. This may inwho is currently on this list.
clude interviews with people who
Next, a miracle needs to be
knew the person, the individurecognized as having occurred
al’s own writings or things writthrough the intercession of the

individual. For something to be
called a miracle in the Catholic
Church it has to have occurred instantaneously, be something that
is total and permanent and be scientifically unexplainable. This is
usually done through a group of
medical doctors who are totally
independent. That is why physical
healings are most often the items
considered. The findings are then
reviewed by a panel of theologians who are considered to be
experts on the Catholic Faith and
if they say that all looks good, it
then goes to the pope for his final
approval. If he gives it, then the
person is declared to be
a “Blessed.” At the moment there are about
140 people from Poland on this list…many
of them killed for their
faith during World War
II. It should be noted
here that usually martyrs for the Faith do not
have the requirement of
this first miracle to be
declared “Blessed.”
The final step in the
canonization process is
when a person is actually declared a Saint by
the pope, meaning that
the belief, from all evidence is that the person is actually in Heaven. In order to reach this
point, a second, different miracle is required.
Of course, as with everything there are exceptions, but generally,
this is the procedure.
Currently, there are
over thirty individuals
from Poland who have
been declared to be Saints. So,
let’s get started on this journey.
We must, of course, start with
“Bogurodzica” or the “Mother of
God” – Mary to whom Poles have
a great devotion. As I mentioned
in one of my travel articles, Our
Lady is credited with saving the
Polish people from the Swedish
invasion in 1655 and as a result,
Jan Kazimierz, the king of Poland
at the time declared Mary to be
“Queen of Poland” in 1656. There
are many feasts honoring Mary
under various titles celebrated
throughout the year, churches and
shrines named after her, and numerous devotions so I believe that
we are safe in simply saying that
during every month of the year
there is something to celebrate
Mary.
Photo: Wikimedia Commons
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Next on our list is St.
Isaias Boner whose feast
day is February 8th. There
is not a lot that is known
about him other than that he
was born in Krakow about
the year 1400, joined the
Augustinian Order as a friar in 1415. He then studied
Theology in Padua where
he was ordained a priest.
He continued his studies
at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow where, in
1443, he obtained a Master’s Degree also in Theology. Despite his degrees
and being known as a great
Scripture scholar he lived
an austere life as a hermit and in prayer. After he
died in 1471 he was buried in Krakow at the Augustinian monastery there.
Since his death many people in the Krakow area began referring to him as a
saint even referring to him
as one of the patrons of Poland. However, the official
cause for his canonization
was not begun until 1994
and continues to this day.
On March 4th we celebrate one of the better-known Polish saints and
one that I am a little more
familiar with as he was the
patron of the parish that I
was raised in… St. Casimir!
Born October 3rd, 1458 in
Krakow, Poland; the prince
son of Elizabeth of Austria
and King Casimir IV. Also
serving as the Grand Duke
of Lithuania he lived a life
of virtue, prayer, study and
serving the poor, choosing celibacy over marriage. Thus he is the patron saint of kings, princes, single laymen and bachelors, of Lithuania and Poland and against the plague.
(A good one to call upon at
this time!) He died March
4, 1484 in Lithuania and is
buried in the cathedral in
Vilnius. He was beatified
in 1522 and canonized in
1602.
March 17th brings not
only the feast of St. Patrick, but also of St. Jan Sarkander. He was born on December 20th, 1576 in what
is modern day Skoczów,
Poland but was under Austrian rule at the time. However, he spent little time
in the area moving several times during his life…
mostly to areas that are now
part of the Czech Republic.
First, after the death of his
father at a young age; the
death of his wife leaving no
children; studying theology
in Prague he was ordained a
priest and then served in a
number of parishes during
the difficult time of the
30-years war between Catholics and Protestants. Because of his strong faith he
was eventually arrested as
a traitor by a powerful anti-Catholic land owner…
who had him tortured to get
him to break the sacred seal
of the confessional. But
his faith stayed strong and
he was martyred for it on

March 17th, 1620 in the city
of Olomouc, now part of the
Czech Republic…where his
remains are in the cathedral
named for him. He was beatified in 1860 and canonized in 1995.
Finally on March
28th we have the feast of
a more modern day Polish
saint…St. Joseph Sebastian
Pelczar. He was born January 17th, 1842 in Korczyn.
He attended seminary in
Przemyśl and was ordained
a priest on July 17th, 1864
and served as a parish priest
in Sambor. He then went
to Rome for graduate studies earning doctorates in
both theology and canon
(Church) law. He then returned to his seminary in
Przemyśl and to the University of Krakow teaching at both places. But he
was not just an educator…
he was also a public speaker, worked with the St. Vincent de Paul Society, founded and co-founded religious
orders to care for those who
were poor or sick as well as
servants, apprentices and
orphans; he started libraries
and even wrote pastoral letters, prayers and books himself. So he was a “very active priest and bishop who
kept the needs of his pastoral flock in the forefront of
his work.
We see all of his work
exemplified in a quote that is
attributed to him…“Earthly
ideals are fading away. I see
the ideal of life in sacrifice,
and the ideal of sacrifice in
priesthood.”
St. Joseph died March
28th, 1924 in Przemyśl
where his relics lie in the
cathedral of the Assumption
of the Blessed Virgin Mary
& St. John the Baptist. He
was beatified on June 2nd,
1991 and canonized on May
18th, 2003.
We have started this
series with what I consider to be some pretty amazing and interesting saints….
Sts. Isaias Boner, Casimir, Jan Sarkander, Joseph
Sebastian Pelczar and of
course, Mary, Queen of Poland. Saints whose lives can
serve as inspiration for our
own and whom we may call
upon for assistance. May
these and all of the saints,
please pray for us.
NOTE:
Information
for this article was gathered
from various Catholic Saint
sites on the web.
Helen A. Scieszka, Ph.D.
is a former ad executive, psychologist, college professor,
Catholic church pastoral associate, Diocesan marriage &
family life director; published
author of four novels and stories in “Chicken Soup for the
Soul” books. She loves reading, travel, music, photography, art, sports, & family genealogy. Please visit her website
drhelenscieszka.com to keep
up with news on talks, book
sale/signings and new releases!
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Casimir Pulaski Days 2021
For the past nine years, Promote Pulaski,
Inc. a 501c3 non-profit corporation was hosting the “Casimir Pulaski Days” along with many businesses and organizations that have sponsored the event. Casimir Pulaski Day is a holiday
celebrated around the country, on the first Monday in March, honoring revolutionary war hero,
General Casimir Pulaski.
One of the goals of Promote Pulaski, Inc.
has been to educate the public about Count Casimir Pulaski and why this community was named
after him. Bringing awareness not only to the
residents of Pulaski, but to neighboring communities, the schools and businesses are another
goal of the organization. The non-profit group is
focused on tourism and business growth for Pulaski, WI hoping to make it a destination for visitors from around the world.
The event dates are February 28th–March
7th, 2021. On Sunday, February 28th, we will
host a virtual Live Casimir Birthday Celebration with Polka Star Mollie B at 6:30 pm. You
can request a shout-out, birthday or anniversary announcement for a small donation by filling out the request form on the website. An evening of Polish Cooking with a Pierogi Making
demo will be the highlight on Monday evening
– both in-person and virtual tickets are available.
Casimir Trivia with music by Olivia will take
place on Tuesday. Learn about Pulaski’s history,
and individuals enjoy a free virtual historic bus
tour on Wednesday evening. Thursday is tentatively set for Casimir Karaoke Night – location

to be determined. Friday continues with the famous jam session with musicians from around
the world at Wicka’s Bar from 2-6pm. Then hop
on down to Mountain Bay Bar & Grill in Pulaski
for a polka dance with TNT (The Natural Talent)
polka band from 7-11pm. Thrivent is the sponsor of the event, no cover charge. On Saturday,
March 6th, Zielinski’s historic ballroom will host
the Big Casimir Dance, featuring the Maroszek
Bros. and The Nu Tymes Polka Bands from 6
pm to 11 pm. $15 per person. As in the past, the
public is invited to attend mass at Assumption
BVM on February 28th at 10:30 a.m. (currently no Polka Mass is scheduled, however that is
subject to change) and on Sunday, March 7th at
St. Casimir Church in Krakow to end the festivities at 9:00 a.m.
This year, Casimir mustache masks and Pulaski T-Shirts are available to purchase online
prior to the event for a limited time. Any proceeds will help to fund and continue to bring Casimir Pulaski Days to Pulaski, WI. Promote Pulaski, the host of Casimir Pulaski Days is looking for sponsors and donations to help continue
to promote tourism and history through the Casimir Pulaski Days Event. If you have a business
or organization interested in sponsoring or participating in this historic event contact Tammy at
920-822-4450 for more information on how you
can take part in this event or email your inquiry to promotepulaski@gmail.com. You can also
visit the website: www.casimirpulaskidays.com
for sponsorship information.

Julian Alter’s Life Story
continued from p. 1

out hesitation. Later that night,
he took another birth certificate from the same priest for
his Jewish friend working with
him as a physician. He said, “I
wanted my friend to go with
me to Warsaw but he changed
his mind because he had a girlfriend who was also Jewish
and he did not want to leave
Lwow.” Julian later found out
that his dear friend and his
girlfriend were shot by Nazis
when the Russians were pushing the Nazis out of Leningrad
and Moscow.
With his new identity in
hand, Julian took a train to

Warsaw to work as an electrician. He chose this occupation
to conceal his true identity, for
if it was discovered he could
be sent to a labor camp, concentration camp or Siberia. Julian’s mother had moved from
Lodz to Warsaw during the
time he was in medical school.
Upon arriving to Warsaw, he
stayed with his mother, who
was working as a seamstress
for the Germans. Months later,
she lost her apartment while
Julian was with her because
neighbors began to suspect he
was Jewish.
Julian and his mother decided he needed to live on his

For birthdays and graduations consider giving your kids

A personal gift of Polish heritage!
A family surname is a unique personal possession which didn’t
just appear out of nowhere. It can tell your kids and grandkids who
their distant ancestor’s father was, what he did for a living, where
he lived or what he looked like. A custom-researched analysis of
your Polish surname will be like passing your family heritage down
to your younger generation. They will learn what their last name
means, how many other people share it and whether a noble coat
of arms accompanies it.
If one is found, its image and the story behind it will be
included. In many cases such knowledge can spark a new-found
interest in their family history and Polish heritage.
To order, kindly mail a $19 personal or certified bank (cashier’s)
check or money order (adding a cut-rate $15 for each additional
surname you wish to have researched) to Polonia’s long-standing
Warsaw correspondent and onomastician (name researcher):
ROBERT STRYBEL
UL. KANIOWSKA 24 • 01-529 WARSAW, POLAND
IMPORTANT: FOR THE DURATION OF THE CORONAIRUS
LOCKDOWN, INTERNATIONAL AIR MAIL SERVICE IS NOT
AVAILABLE. PLEASE SEND YOUR ORDERS ONLY BY SURFACE MAIL
(If you include your email address, you will receive the results
electronically without delay!)
Included is a helpful genealogical contact sheet to help check
your family records in Poland, track down ancestral homesteads
and possibly even turn up long-lost relatives. For more information,
please contact: strybel@interia.pl

own. A Polish family, Szczepkowski, took Julian in and suggested he work as a doctor to
replace one who had died. He
decided that it would be too
dangerous for fear his Jewish
identity would be discovered
because his medical diploma
was in his real name, Julian
Alter.
Without options, Julian
realized the time had come
where he needed to leave Warsaw. He said, “I told my mother that I wanted to live. I am
still young.” His mother said,
“You cannot go West to Germany. Try to go East tomorrow.” The next day Julian went
to the station to take a train to
Belarus. He didn’t know what
was waiting for him there.
Julian’s mother was at the
station to say goodbye. Julian
said, “I was thinking I would
never see her again. She
waved to me with her handkerchief and cried.” Nearly
all the people traveling East
by train were members of the
German Luftwaffe. One of the
German officers, who Julian
recognized as being Jewish,
provided an opportunity to
leave Warsaw. He rounded up
24 men to work in Minsk, Belarus. Julian was among them.
After two hours on the train,
the officer sent Julian and the
others on the Orsza-Witebsk
route. Julian learned from the
officer that his job was to travel from Warsaw to Minsk to
round up people for the labor
camp. A year later, this officer was killed by the Germans
when they discovered he was
Jewish.
When entering the labor
camp, Julian carried false papers and a passport of a man
who was born in Lwow. It was
his only connection to the Western world.
(to be continued)

Kosciuszko set out for
America after hearing of the
1775 fighting at Lexington and
Concord. He was already on his
way across the Atlantic when
the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia adopted the Declaration of Independence. On
August 30, his petition requesting an assignment in the army
of General George Washington
was read in Congress.
Kosciuszko was then 30
years old, the youngest son of a
noble Polish family with limited wealth. He was a skilled military engineer trained in Poland
and in academies in France. He
knew French and German as
well as Polish. He soon learned
to converse in English, but never wrote it fluently.
While Congress considered his request for a place
in the army, Kosciuszko was

pressed into service by the worried Council of Safety in Philadelphia. New York had fallen to
the British. Washington was retreating across New Jersey; and
an assault upon Philadelphia
was expected both by land and
by British gunboats in the Delaware River. The Polish engineer helped block the river, first
by building fortifications on an
island just below the city, then
by strengthening defenses on
the New Jersey shore.
On October 18, 1776, Congress voted Kosciuszko’s commission as colonel of engineers
in the Continental army.
(to be continued)

UW-Madison Spring Semester Classes
https://gns.wisc.edu/2020/11/30/featured-slavic-courses-spring-2021/
LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION LITTRANS 207 – SLAVIC SCIENCE FICTION
In the US, science fiction (SF) is thought of as a quintessentially American
(or American-British) genre. This course explores the rich tradition of Slavic
contributions to SF. We survey major writers and their works in the Czech, Polish,
and Russian contexts, most of which are little known in the US but are nonetheless
fundamental to the genre. We read these works as both anchored in their
particular cultural-historical circumstances and also for their contribution to the
development of SF as a world genre. SF is perhaps the dominant contemporary
genre for sociocultural commentary and critique aimed at reimagining the world
in which we live, and Slavic SF texts have played a defining role in establishing
SF as such. Since the rise of film coincides with the rise of modern SF and since
the intertextual dimension in SF literature is particularly strong, we also compare
and contrast the literary works with, where available, their film adaptations. This
course is open to students at all levels. All readings and materials will be available
in English.
T/ Th 2:30 PM – 3:45 PM
Taught by: David Danaher
No knowledge of Slavic languages required
SLAVIC 245/ LITTRANS 247 –
THE POLITICS OF LAUGHTER: POLISH COMEDY CULTURE
What makes comedy a powerful political tool? Can laughter become a
weapon against totalitarian regimes? How do comedy and humor help subvert
power relations in society? We explore these and similar questions by analyzing
political comedy in various formats (film, television, literature, music, internet
memes, etc.) using examples from modern Polish culture. Due to its strong
tradition of political comedy amidst a turbulent history – wars, communism,
totalitarian rule, and social protests – Poland is uniquely positioned to serve as
a cultural case study of how individuals and societies can embrace and survive
change, political turmoil, and an uncertain future. This course is open to students
at all levels. All reading and materials will be available in English.
Level: Elementary • Format: Online synchronous
MWF 2:25 PM – 3:15 PM
Taught by: Krzysztof Borowski
SLAVIC 361/ LITTRANS 361– LIVING AT THE END OF TIMES:
CONTEMPORARY POLISH LITERATURE AND CULTURE
In this course, we explore one of the most unique and fascinating
contemporary cultural scenes. In our entertaining journey through present-day
Polish literature, film, drama, and popular culture, we will address questions such
as: What is the role of culture in a free society? How does culture mediate our
relationship with the past? How does it help us understand the present? What does
it mean to live in an age where all the major narratives of Modernity are coming
apart? What does it mean to be living at the end of times?
Requisites: LITTRANS 215 • Level: Intermediate
Format: Online synchronous
TR 1:00 PM – 2:15 PM Taught by: Łukasz Wodzyński

